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Frequently crashes after 5 minutes. A fun game to waste 3 hours on .Seemed aimed at children , but either way, enjoyable.
Colorful and light-hearted P&C game! Like it a lot! 8/10. I don't just give this a thumbs down because I kind of suspect that
they stole several jewelry (hair pin) designs from a well know wire weaver in the jewelry community. The are clear and
shamless rip offs of KL jewelry's work. I don't know of the artist stole the idead and the programers not know or what the deal
is. If I'm shown evidence that they have a contrat with KL jewelry or that she has given her aproval I will gladly take this
peragraph out. And trust me, I realy want to. That aside If you have a MAC don't get this game. I had to steal my husbands lap
top because the cut seens would not play, or the intro seen. A big part of this games charm is the story and it all happens durring
the cut seens. My last complant is that there are really only 3 puzzle sections making this very short. 1 hour tp help each price
and one is an extra after you beat the game. So instainly short and you can tell that they where running out of ideas at the end of
the second prince. I think they felt the 3rd prince was just to short and not to the quality of the others that they just made him
extra content. I wouldn't pay any more than I did at 90% off.. Nice game, with an entertaining and challenging story line. I
enjoyed playing this, just like my nephew. Really good for keep you occupied for a few hours. The puzzles sometimes are a
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little too simple, and sometimes it takes several clicks on a hidden object to accept the (otherwise correct) choice, but otherwise,
it was a good experience.. Imagine a very good and beautiful hidden-object game without an actual classical hidden-object
scenes. And here you have it! Closest analog I can remember is Mortimer Beckett series and Hero of the Kingdom series in
some way. So if you know these games you can tell how good Witch's Prank is. It's 3 hours and delivers easy puzzles to have fun
with, fairy tale story and awesome artstyle. The only annoying things I found is sometimes backtracking takes time (a cart in the
mines for example) and frog's voices. But as it's a cons for some people I must say the game is VERY easy.. Another quick, easy
game from Shaman Games. These are cute in small doses. Easy to finish in a few hours.. It's a short (2-3 hours) game, but well
made. Nice graphics and animations, a funny story and the puzzles were never frustrating. The puzzles are definately on the easy
side but part of that is because your inventory is never bloated with lots of unnecessary items and any time you find a puzzle
clou it is displayed right next to the puzzle. Also there is no endless backtracking, just a handfull of screen to switch between. I
also like the extras you get by finishing the game. You can look at concept art, download some wallpapers, listen to the in game
music tracks and even choose from a handful of screensavers based on the games art. I had fun with this game and I hope
Shaman games will create more games of similar quality.. The frogs are hilarious and fun game over all.
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